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Abstrat

In 1999, Hwang and Li proposed a new user authentiation sheme using s-

mart ards. The sheme does not need any password or veri�ation table. Later, Sun

proposed an eÆient remote use authentiation sheme to improve the eÆieny of the

Hwang-Li sheme. However, these two shemes do not allow users to freely hoose and

hange their passwords. In this artile, we shall propose a simple and eÆient remote

user authentiation sheme that allows users to freely hoose and hange their pass-

words without signi�antly inreasing the omputation ost.
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I Introdution

Reently, based on various tehniques, many password authentiation shemes using smart

ards have been proposed by some researhers [1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10℄. These shemes an allow

a legal user to login to remote server and the legal user will be granted aess to the

server's failities. Based on ElGamal's ryptosystem [4℄, Chang and Liao proposed a remote

password authentiation sheme [1℄. However, this sheme has a weakness that users annot

freely hoose and hange their passwords. Based on Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT),

Chang and Wu proposed a remote password authentiation sheme [2℄. Based on geometri

Eulidean plane, Wu proposed a new remote login authentiation sheme [10℄. Its simpliity

of geometry and the property allow users an freely hoose their own passwords. However,

this sheme is attaked by Hwang [5℄. And in [3℄, Chien et al. proposed another attak to

Wu's sheme and remedy his sheme.

Based on ElGamal's ryptosystem, Hwang and Li proposed a remote user authentiation

sheme using smart ards [6℄. The sheme does not need any password and veri�ation

table for authentiation. Later, Sun proposed an eÆient remote use authentiation sheme

using smart ards [9℄. He laimed that his sheme was muh more eÆient than Hwang

and Li's sheme. However, in these two shemes, the users are not allowed to freely hoose

and hange their passwords whih an be a major drawbak. Hene, in this paper, we shall

propose a new sheme that allows users to freely hoose and hange their passwords without

signi�antly inreasing the omputation ost.

This paper is organized as follows. We shall �rst review the Hwang-Li's sheme and

the Sun's sheme in Setion 2. Then, in Setion 3, we shall propose a simple and eÆient
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remote user authentiation sheme. In Setion 4, we analyze the seurity of our sheme. In

Setion 5, we show its eÆieny. Finally, a brief onlusion will be given in Setion 6.

II Literature Reviews

In this setion, we briey review the Hwang-Li's sheme [6℄ and the Sun's sheme [9℄. Eah

of these two shemes is omposed of three phases: the registration phase, the login phase,

and the authentiation phase.

2.1 The Hwang-Li's Sheme

Registration Phase:

The main task of this phase is to deliver a smart ard to eah registered user. When a user

U

i

wants to register with the server, U

i

�rst submits his/her identity ID

i

to the server.

Then the server omputes PW

i

for U

i

as follows:

PW

i

= ID

x

s

i

mod P: (1)

Here x

s

is a seret key for the server, and P is a large prime number of 1024 bits. Then

the registration enter stores PW

i

, one-way funtion h, and P into the smart ard. The

smart ard is delivered to the user by the registration enter.

Login Phase:

To log in the system and aess the resoures, U

i

�rst inserts his/her own smart ard and

keys in his/her (ID

i

; PW

i

). Afterwards, the smart ard will perform the following tasks:

1. Randomly hoose an integer r.

2. Calulate C

1

= ID

r

i

mod P .

3. Calulate t = h(T �PW

i

) mod (P � 1), where T is the urrent date and time, and �

denotes an exlusive operation.

4. Calulate M = ID

t

i

mod P .

5. Calulate C

2

=M(PW

i

)

r

mod P .

6. Send the messages C = (ID

i

; C

1

; C

2

; T ) to the server.

Authentiation Phase:

After reeiving the message C from U

i

, the server veri�es the login user as follows:

1. Chek the validity of ID

i

. If it is inorret, then the server rejets the login user U

i

.

2. Chek the time interval between T and T

0

, where T

0

is the moment when the server

reeives the message from U

i

. If (T

0

� T ) � �T , then the server rejets U

i

. The time

interval �T denotes the expeted legal time interval for transmission delay.

3. Calulate PW

i

= ID

x

s

i

mod P and t = h(T � PW

i

) mod (P � 1). Then hek the

following equation:

C

2

(C

x

s

1

)

�1

mod P = ID

t

i

mod P: (2)

If the above equation holds, the login user U

i

is veri�ed and is permitted to aess

the server.

In Hwang and Li's sheme, this sheme has muh omputation ost. It is ineÆieny.

Therefore, Sun proposed an eÆient improvement of Hwang-Li sheme. The Sun's sheme

is shown as the next subsetion.
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2.2 The Sun's Sheme

Registration Phase:

The registration phase in Sun's sheme is similar to that in the Hwang-Li sheme. However,

there are two di�erenes: One is Sun assumes that h is a one-way funtion with an output

of 64 bits, and the other is

PW

i

= h(ID

i

; x

s

): (3)

Login Phase:

After a user keys in his/her ID

i

and PW

i

, the smart ard will perform the following tasks:

1. Calulate C

1

= h(T�PW

i

), where T is the urrent date and time by the input devie.

2. Send the message C = (ID

i

; C

1

; T ) to the server.

Authentiation Phase:

After reeiving the message C from U

i

, the server veri�es the login user as follows:

1. Steps 1 and 2 are the same as those in the Hwang-Li's sheme.

2. Calulate PW

i

= h(ID

i

; x

s

) and C

0

1

= h(T � PW

i

). Then ompare C

1

with C

0

1

; if

they math, the login user U

i

is veri�ed and is permitted aess the server.

Sine the Sun's sheme only uses one-way hash funtion, it redues muh more omputation

ost in Hwang-Li sheme. Therefore, this sheme is muh more eÆient than Hwang and

Li's sheme. However, Hwang-Li sheme and Sun's sheme have the same weakness that

the users are not allowed to freely hoose and hange their passwords. In this paper, we

propose a new sheme to remedy it in the following setion.

III Our Sheme

In this setion, we shall depit our new simple, eÆient remote user authentiation sheme

using smart ards. Unlike the Hwang-Li's sheme and Sun's sheme, our new sheme allows

users to freely hoose and hange their passwords. In addition, the seurity is also based

on one-way funtion, whih is the same as Sun's sheme.

Registration Phase:

This phase is ompleted by the registration enter, whose main task is to deliver a smart ard

to eah registered user. When a user U

i

wants to register with the server, U

i

�rst hooses

his/her own password PW

i

and then omputes h(PW

i

), where h is a one-way funtion with

an output of 64 bits. The user U

i

submits his/her ID

i

and h(PW

i

) to the server. Then the

server omputes PW

1i

for U

i

as follows:

PW

1i

= h(ID

i

� x

s

)� h(PW

i

): (4)

Here x

s

is a seret key for the server; and � denotes an exlusive operation. Then, the

registration enter stores PW

1i

and h into the smart ard. Finally, the smart ard is deliv-

ered to the user by the registration enter.

Login Phase:

To log in the server and aess the resoures, U

i

�rst inserts his/her own smart ard and

keys in his/her (ID

i

; PW

i

). Afterwards, the smart ard will perform the following tasks:

1. Calulate PW

2i

(= PW

1i

� h(PW

i

) = h(ID

i

� x

s

)).

2. Calulate C

1

= h(PW

2i

� T ), where T is the urrent date and time.

3. Send the message C = (ID

i

; C

1

; T ) to the server.
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Note that, in order to redue omputational ost, h(PW

i

) an be pre-omputed and stored

in the smart ard.

Authentiation Phase:

Upon reeiving the message C from U

i

, the server veri�es the login user as follows:

1. Chek the validity of ID

i

. If it is inorret, then the server rejets the login user U

i

.

2. Chek the time interval between T and T

0

, where T

0

is the time when the server

reeives the message from U

i

. If (T

0

�T ) � �T , then the server rejets U

i

. Here, �T

denotes the expeted legal time interval for transmission delay.

3. Chek the equation

C

1

= h(h(ID

i

� x

s

)� T ): (5)

If the above equation holds, the login user U

i

is veri�ed and is permitted aess the

server.

If the remote user wants to hange his/her password, he/she only has to perform the

proedures below:

1. Calulate PW

1i

� h(PW

i

) = h(ID

i

� x

s

).

2. Selet his/her new password PW

0

i

and then alulate h(PW

0

i

).

3. Calulate PW

0

1i

(= h(ID

i

� x

s

)� h(PW

0

i

)).

4. Store PW

0

1i

into his/her smart ard in plae of PW

1i

.

In our sheme, we only use one-way hash funtion. It also redues muh more omputation

ost in Hwang-Li sheme. Furthermore, our new sheme allows users to freely hoose and

hange their passwords to remedy the weakness of Hwang-Li and Sun's sheme.

IV Seurity Analysis

In this setion, we analyze the seurity of our sheme as follows.

1. Due to the fat that the one-way funtion is omputationally diÆult to invert, it is

extremely hare for the user U

i

to derive the seret key x

s

of the server from Equa-

tion (4). Even if the smart ard of the U

i

is piked up by an intruder, it is also diÆult

for the intruder to derive the x

s

.

2. No one an forge a valid C = (ID

i

; C

1

; T ) beause C

1

(= h(PW

2i

� T )) an only be

derived from PW

i

and x

s

.

3. The added time-stamp T prevents the replay attak. With the time-stamp, the system

an hek the orret time frame and prevent an intruder from replaying messages.

To pass the authentiation phase, an intruder must somehow hange his/her T to

math the requirement (T

0

� T ) � �T . However, if T is hanged, Step 3 in the

authentiation phase annot be passed unless C

1

has also been hanged and x

s

is

know to the intruder, both of whih seem out of the question.

4. In ases where a smart ard is lost, no one an impersonate the smart ard owner to

login the server. The intruder will not know the user's password PW

i

, and therefore

he/she annot ompute PW

2i

. The intruder annot pass the authentiation phase

suessfully. In addition, if an intruder (who piks up the smart ard) only knows

PW

1i

; he/she still annot derive x

s

and PW

i

.
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In our sheme, we suppose the one-way funtion is seure. This funtion, h : x ! y,

has the four properties [7, 8℄. First, The funtion h an take a message of arbitrary-length

input and produe a message digest of a �xed-length output. Seond, sine the funtion h

is one-way, it is easy to ompute h(x) = y when given x. However, given y, it is hard to

ompute h

�1

(y) = x. Third, The funtion h, given x, it is omputationally infeasible to

�nd x

0

6= x suh that h(x

0

) = h(x). Fourth, The funtion h, it is omputationally infeasible

to �nd any two pair x and x

0

suh that x

0

6= x and h(x

0

) = h(x).

V EÆieny

In this setion, we ompare Hwang-Li's sheme, Sun's sheme, and our sheme in terms of

eÆieny. In Hwang-Li's sheme, the seurity is based on the disrete logarithm problem,

and P is as large as 1024 bits to make the puzzle unbreakable. In Sun's sheme and our

sheme, on the other hand, the seurity is based on the one-way funtion with an output of

64 bits.

In Table 1, we list the eÆieny omparison of Hwang-Li's sheme, Sun's sheme, and our

sheme. It an be seen that Sun's sheme and our sheme are more eÆient than Hwang-Li's

sheme. And our sheme onsumes one more hashing than Sun's sheme, omputationally

speaking, in the registration phase. However, our sheme an support users to freely hoose

and hange their passwords.

Table 1: Comparison among Hwang-Li's sheme, Sun's sheme, and our sheme

Hwang-Li's Sheme Sun's Sheme Our Sheme

Length of Password 1024 bits 64 bits 64 bits

Length of Transmitting 2048 bits 64 bits 64 bits

in Login Phase*

Computations in 1 T

Exp

1 T

H

2 T

H

Registration Phase

Computations in 3 T

Exp

+1 T

H

1 T

H

1 T

H

Login Phase

Computations in 3 T

Exp

+1 T

H

2 T

H

2 T

H

Authentiation Phase

Computations in Change Not supported Not supported 2 T

H

Password Phase

Publi Information (h, P) h h

in Smart Card

*The non-ryptographi parameters ID

i

and T are exluded from rekoning;

T

Exp

denotes a time to ompute an exponential operation;

T

H

denotes a time to ompute a one-way hash funtion.

VI Conlusions

In this artile, we have proposed a simple and eÆient remote user authentiation sheme.

Compared with our sheme, the Hwang-Li's sheme and Sun's sheme are not pratial

enough beause they do not allow users to freely hoose and hange their passwords. The
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proposed sheme has sueeded in allowing a user to freely hange and hoose his/her pass-

word without signi�antly inreasing the omputation ost.
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